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1 Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

2 A. My name is Steven Q. McKenzie.  My business address is 30 North LaSalle

3 Street, Suite 700, Chicago, Illinois 60602.  I am a Senior Assistant Corporation

4 Counsel in the Law Department of the City of Chicago (City).  

5

6 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PROFESSIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL

7 BACKGROUND.  

8 A. I have been a Senior Assistant Corporation Counsel for the Building and License

9 Enforcement Division of the City’s Department of Law since April 2006.  My

10 duties include supervision of various City response processes for building related

11 problems, including:  the City’s Heat Call (for properties that have no gas account

12 or inoperable heating systems); the Distressed Condo Call; and the Strategic Task

13 Force/Troubled Building Initiatives Call.  In addition, I am involved in other

14 building code enforcement cases and matters.  

15

16 Before my service with the City, I was the Director of Litigation and Affordable

17 Housing Preservation at the Lawyers Committee for Better Housing for over three

18 (3) years.  Prior to that, I worked at the Office of the Illinois Appellate Defender. 

19 I have also been a staff attorney at the Legal Assistance Foundation of

20 Metropolitan Chicago’s HIV/AIDS Project and the Legal Aid Society of

21 Cleveland.  
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22 I have served as Co-Chair to the Chicago Bar Association’s Mental Health and

23 Disability Law Section.  I have lectured and presented training on receivership

24 law, housing code enforcement, landlord/tenant law, eviction law, disability law,

25 and consumer right’s law.  I have also published articles on the eviction court

26 process in Cook County.  

27

28 I am a graduate of Chicago Kent College of Law.  I have undergraduate degrees in

29 Urban Community Policy Problems and Minority Majority Relations from the

30 James Madison College of Social Science at Michigan State University.

31

32 Q. ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU TESTIFYING IN THIS PROCEEDING?

33 A. I am testifying on behalf of the City. 

34

35 Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY?  

36 A. It is my understanding that the Illinois Commerce Commission (the Commission)

37 is considering revisions to 83 Illinois Administrative Code Part 280 (Part 280) in

38 this proceeding.  It is also my understanding that Part 280, among other things,

39 establishes the rules that monopoly utilities use for connecting and disconnecting

40 customers to their systems.  The Commission’s Staff (Staff) submitted testimony

41 and a revised version of Part 280 (Draft Rule) on September 11, 2009.  My

42 testimony discusses the concerns of various City departments regarding one
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43 section of Staff’s draft rule – Section 280.140 - Disconnection for Lack of Access

44 to Multi-Meter Premises.  In essence, proposed section 280.140 would allow a

45 utility to disconnect all tenants in a multi-unit building if one tenant is subject to

46 disconnection  for any of several reasons (usually for non-payment) and the utility1

47 has not been able to gain access to the building to disconnect the non-paying

48 customer.  The section would also allow entire buildings to be disconnected if a

49 utility cannot gain access to inspect or exchange facilities or to read meters.  

50

51 Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE CITY’S CONCERNS REGARDING

52 PROPOSED SECTION 280.140.  

53 A. The City has three main concerns about the proposed section.  The first problem,

54 which is by far the most important, is that the proposal would create

55 dangerous and hazardous situations for Chicago residents.  The second problem

56 with the proposal is that, when invoked, it will cause a serious demand on City

57 resources.  Finally, the proposal will likely generate increased litigation against

58 building owners.  

59

60 Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT PROPOSED

61 SECTION 280.140?
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62 A. Yes.  At the outset, it must be noted that the proposed rule is unfair.  While the

63 rule requires that utilities make several efforts to access a building and that

64 utilities contact each customer who would be affected if the entire building were

65 disconnected, ultimately the rule would deny essential utility service to customers

66 who do pay their bills.  Disconnection of an entire multi-unit building punishes all

67 tenants because of the action or inaction of one customer in the building.  It is

68 unfair, even with all the warnings, to essentially place the burden of one person's

69 debt or improper  acts on the other innocent tenants.

70

71 In addition, neighbors may not want to cooperate with a utility company's hard-

72 line debt collection tactic.  Even if a building resident wanted to provide access

73 for utility personnel, residents do not always have access to all areas of the

74 building.  If a key is required or the utility meters are otherwise secured, the

75 building’s residents or occupants would be unable to take any action to avoid the

76 loss of utility service or to enable the utility to accomplish any of the objectives

77 listed in the proposed rule.  I note that the rule does not require that the utility take

78 any measures to ensure that tenants are actually able to provide the assistance the

79 proposed rule is intended to compel.  

80
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81 Finally, I have been advised by counsel that proposed Section 280.140 raises

82 certain legal concerns.  The City will address those legal issues in its briefs in this

83 proceeding.  

84

85 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE CITY’S CONCERNS THAT THE PROPOSED

86 RULE WILL SUBJECT CHICAGO RESIDENTS TO DANGEROUS AND

87 HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS.   

88 A. While maybe in some distant past, electric service and gas service were

89 considered luxuries, that plainly is not the case now.  Utility services are

90 necessities for modern life.  Various City ordinances and enforcement programs

91 reflect that reality and are designed to help ensure that City residents have those

92 essential services.  People who do not have access to utility services will

93 sometimes go to great lengths to acquire the comforts that utility services provide. 

94 These measures often create dangerous and hazardous situations for the persons

95 who undertake them.  

96

97 One need only think of tenants like the Ramirez family as a far too somber

98 reminder of the risks associated with attempts to compensate for the lack of

99 electricity or gas service.  On September 3, 2006, a fire killed six children in an

100 apartment in the Rogers Park neighborhood on Chicago’s north side.  Although

101 the scope of the tragedy was no doubt exacerbated by the lack of a working smoke
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102 detector in the apartment, the cause of the fire was a candle that was being used

103 for lighting because the apartment had no electricity.  Chicago Tribune,

104 September 6, 2006, “Fire Death Puts Heat on Building Owners.” 

105

106 As difficult as it is to fathom a tragedy as great as a fire that killed six children,

107 the proposed rule could make the circumstances that led to that family’s desperate

108 measures more common.  The Ramirez family’s apartment had no electricity

109 because the family was not able to pay its bills.  Under the proposed rule, that

110 family’s circumstances could be imposed on every other family in a multi-unit

111 building where one customer does not pay her bill and the utility cannot gain

112 access to disconnect the non-paying customer.  The building also could be

113 disconnected if the utility is unsuccessful in gaining access to the premises for

114 facilities inspections, facilities exchanges, or meter reading.  

115

116 Being without essential utility services, even for a brief period, could cause

117 customers in such circumstances to take equally dangerous measures to access

118 heat and light.  And there is a clear danger that if more families or individuals find

119 themselves in such circumstances – even though through no fault of their own –

120 more people will take dangerous measures to compensate for the lack of utility

121 services, with a commensurate increased potential for more accidents or tragedies.

122
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123 The City understands that utilities’ economic interests in collecting payments due

124 and avoiding further increases in unpaid bills is frustrated by an inability to gain

125 access to buildings to cut off service to non-paying customers.  However, cutting

126 gas or electric service off to an entire building because one person does not pay

127 her bill, for example, is not fair to the customers who do pay their bills.  More

128 importantly, such wholesale disconnections expose all persons in the building –

129 whether paying or non-paying customers, or even non-customers like children – to

130 dangerous conditions.  

131

132 Q. DO THE SEASONAL RESTRICTIONS IN THE PROPOSED RULE EASE

133 THE CONCERNS ABOUT THE POTENTIAL EFFECT ON BUILDING 

134 TENANTS?

135 A. The seasonal restrictions in the proposed rule implicitly assume that the time

136 frame during which a utility could disconnect a building (April 1  throughst

137 November 30 ) is a period of mild weather.  However that assumption is notth

138 based upon the temperatures actually found in Chicago.  For example, September

139 15, 2007 had a record low temperature of 39 degrees, precipitating one of the

140 largest heat calls the City has had in years.  The average temperature in October

141 2006 was 49 degrees, 53 degrees in October 2008, and 48.9 degrees in October

142 2009.  At the other end of the period during which buildings could be

143 disconnected under the proposed rule, the average temperature in April 2007 was
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144 46.8 degrees, and in April 2008 it was 49.5 degrees.  See National Ocean and

145 Atmosphere Administration Data for Chicago (available at weather.gov).  All of

146 these ambient temperatures fall far short of the City’s requirement that heat be

147 provided at between 66-68 degrees from September 15  to June 1  of theth st

148 following year.  At the same time they are higher than the temperatures that would

149 trigger wintertime disconnection restrictions.  See, e.g., 220 ILCS 5/8-205.  

150

151 During the last two years, the City has responded to at least a dozen heat cases in

152 court before Halloween, due to an owner's non-payment of bills for essential

153 utility services and City Department of Building (DOB) inspections that

154 confirmed that the building had inadequate heat.  While the average temperatures

155 during April through November are not as extreme as the temperatures during the

156 December through March period, they nonetheless place persons at risk and may

157 cause them to seek alternative, potentially dangerous sources of heat and light. 

158

159 In any multi-unit property with individual heat, all of the tenants that are dutifully

160 paying their utility bills could face a building-wide shut-off because one tenant is

161 delinquent.  While the proposed rule requires various forms of notice, the most

162 likely effect of such notices of possible disconnection will be confusion and anger

163 among the utility’s bill paying customers in the building.  Cooperation may be a
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164 less frequent response than the proposed rule presumes that disconnection threats

165 will yield. 

166

167 Q. DOES PROPOSED SECTION 280.140 RAISE OTHER CONCERNS

168 ABOUT THE SAFETY OF CHICAGO RESIDENTS?  

169 A. Yes.  The proposed rule could cause strained feelings among tenants in a building

170 where one (or more) tenant(s) does (do) not pay an overdue utility bill.  The

171 person who could not or did not pay her bill may resent a tenant who gives the

172 utility access to the building so it can disconnect the non-paying customer’s

173 service.  Alternatively, the paying tenants may resent the non-paying tenant

174 because an essential service they conscientiously pay for is being threatened.  In

175 either case, proposed section 280.140 could lead to frayed feelings among tenants. 

176 Arguments, damage to property, or violence are possible consequences.  It seems

177 like poor public policy to create situations that can lead to destructive behavior.  

178

179 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE IMPACT PROPOSED SECTION 280.140

180 WOULD HAVE ON CITY RESOURCES.  

181 A. It is very likely that when a large building is disconnected, the tenants will

182 bombard the City’s 311 service with calls, triggering inspections by the City’s

183 DOB and a need for well-being checks by the City’s Department of Family and

184 Support Services (DFSS).  Further, even with the ”priority” restoration required
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185 by the draft rule, there is the real possibility that DFSS, or other emergency units,

186 will have to respond with some sort of expanded services to a family with an

187 elderly, disabled, or child member when there is gas or electric service. 

188

189 It is likely that the strain on City resources would not be limited to the April 1st

190 through November 30  time period the proposed rules would permit utilities toth

191 disconnect multi-tenant buildings.  The City’s Building and Health Codes require

192 that apartments have hot water during the entire year – including the summer

193 months.  Generally, DOB considers a lack of hot water a dangerous and hazardous

194 condition; the proposed rule would create that dangerous and hazardous situation. 

195

196 Further, the City’s Department of Buildings will have to investigate any 311 call

197 regarding lack of heat.  If it is found to be a credible complaint, then a case for

198 prosecution by the City’s Department of Law will be created for inclusion on the

199 Heat Call.  The ways for the City to effect a restoration of essential utility service

200 to cure the situation created by the proposed rule would be to either:  (1) threaten

201 the owner of the property with monetary fines in order to have the owner take over

202 the delinquent account so gas is restored to the property; or (2) impose a

203 receivership on the entire property so that one account can be reactivated.  Such a

204 receivership would create a lien that is superior to the interests of the mortgage

205 holder and other creditors.  Thus, the proposed rule could have unintended
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206 consequences like impelling banks to raise their underwriting costs and interest

207 rates to cover this new possibility of receiverships or damages to their property

208 due to disconnection of utility service to an entire multi-unit property.  

209

210 Of course, all of this would occur during a period in which government resources

211 are extremely strained.  Proposed section 280.140 would exert further pressure on

212 already limited resources.  

213

214 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY YOU BELIEVE THAT PROPOSED SECTION

215 280.140 WILL LEAD TO ADDITIONAL LITIGATION BETWEEN

216 TENANTS AND LANDLORDS.  

217 A. The City’s Residential Landlord and Tenant Ordinance (RLTO) authorizes tenants

218 to pursue certain remedies when an essential service is not being provided.  It is

219 likely that tenants will pursue such remedies against their landlords, even though

220 the property owner has nothing to do with the disconnection.  For example, in a

221 condominium, one non-paying owner or tenant can cause the entire property to be

222 disconnected.  Any condo owner who is renting out her unit would face the

223 prospect of a law suit for the lack of an essential utility and also could have the

224 lease terminated by operation of law – all because another unit occupant did not

225 pay her bill.  

226
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227 Moreover, the RLTO may allow tenants to collect damages from their landlord

228 even if the utility’s action, and not the landlord, is responsible for the building

229 being denied essential utility service.  This opens the door to possible lawsuits and

230 class actions, which is a formula for needless litigation for owners.  That is

231 another hurdle for property owners trying to provide affordable housing in the

232 City.  Encouraging needless and wasteful litigation is poor public policy.

233

234 Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE CITY’S ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED

235 SECTION 280.140 OF THE ICC STAFF’S DRAFT RULE.

236 A. This new rule revision cannot operate as proposed without having a huge

237 collateral impact on the City, its residents, and its businesses.  The increased

238 frequency of dangerous conditions for City residents, the need for more frequent

239 deployment of increasingly scarce City assistance resources, and the likely

240 disruption of landlord-tenant and tenant-tenant relationships are all reasons that

241 make this proposal poor policy.  

242

243 Q. WHAT DO YOU RECOMMEND THAT THE COMMISSION DO WITH

244 RESPECT TO PROPOSED SECTION 280.140?  

245 A. I recommend that the Commission not include proposed section 280.140 in the

246 revised Part 280 it approves in this case.

247
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248 Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY?  

249 A. Yes.  

250
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